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Overview

Peter Godman - Co-founder & CEO

3.5yo company - Seattle, WA, launched March 2015
Founders invented OneFS and Isilon scale-out NAS (55 of 62 patent inventorships)
Raised about $70M so far
in-production systems from 96TB to 4PB+

dusty, dimly-lit warehouses called data storage

Spoke to 600+ users of storage - “We drop files into a folder and lose them forever”

Linear relationship between size of storage and administrative overhead in 90s

Now managing storage isn’t the big problem, it’s managing the data

Qumulo want to “Build invisible storage that makes data visible” - 
Qumulo_Invisible_Storage.jpg

Qumulo sells storage to people that care a great deal about their data
HW agnostic
Flexible
Fast and scalable
file and object

Build data-aware primary scale-out storage systems
provides real-time analytics to give visibility into data usage and perf at scale
serves commercial HPC and large-scale unstructured data environments

real-time analytics - curates and manages data
sw-only solution - commodity hw, dedicated appliances or in VMs
flash-first hybrid design - maximises both price / perf and price / capacity
SaaS sw delivery model - pay-as-you-go for continual infrastructure sw innovation
no compromise storage - optimised for the widest range of workloads and file size
100% programmable - public and self-documenting REST API with interactive API 
explorer built-in

release sw every 2 weeks
subscriptions, not perpetual licences

Qumulo QC24 Hybrid Storage and QC208
http://qumulo.com/libraries/qumulo-qc24/
http://qumulo.com/libraries/qumulo-qc208/

Customers have access to:
Customer success managers
Cloud-based monitoring



Online Qumulo Community
Qumulo Core Open Source Community

100% sales through channel

Shift in enterprise storage
Shift from hw-based to sw-based
shift from proprietary OS to linux-based OS
Hard drive -> flash-first hybrid
PB of data -> billions of files / objects
storage mgmt -> data mgmt

[whiteboard session - Physics - Pete - photo]

Datasets don’t stop growing over time. You need bigger and bigger, denser and 
denser disks. IOPS aren’t improving as disks are getting bigger, improved throughput 
notwithstanding.
SSDs don’t have this problem - but they’re not getting cheap enough, fast enough - 
where $/GB is important

mean transfer size

Things that reduce the mean transfer size:
small files
fragmentation
large file random I/O
per-file protection
metadata scanning

When you solve these problems, you can build systems that are:
bigger
cheaper
faster
easier

*Aaron Passey - Co-founder & CTO

[whiteboard]
Core Block System
AFRss - Average failure Rate for the Storage System = (1 / MTTDL)
grows with rebuild time
grows with AFRoc (Other components)
grows with cluster size (number of components)
shrinks with the protection level

People build today by:
Choosing cluster size
Calculating protection level they need

Shared-nothing clustered system (minimum of 4 nodes)



each node owns its own storage 
each node has HDD and SSD (hybrid)
connected with 10 or 40Gbps networking

layout data in 5GB chunks - mirrored (erasure coding not shipping yet - will ship at 
+2 protection and be configurable going forward)
contiguous, linear 5GB chunks
sequential rebuild

“you fill a cluster to 100%, pull a drive, and we guarantee the rebuild will succeed” 

example - 20-node cluster, fail a 8TB drive, re-stripes in 20 minutes

single protection level for the whole cluster

Discussion about “traditional” scale-out NAS
small block size
data dependent

Object
same problem

So what does Qumulo do?
Traditional architecture - block layer with a file system on top of it (like NTAP or 
VNX). But they’ve made the block system and the file system scaleable

Not a roadmap, but a prioritised backlog of things to do

current hw shipping comprised of between 1 and 5% of SSD
SSD is a sparse layer over the 5GB chunks

Pstore - protected store
File system
Protocol (SMB, NFS, REST)

Write is considered complete when it gets to SSD
- Allows for fast random writes
- Reduces fragmentation

SSD acts as a cache
- allows fast random reads for the small stuff

The HDD and SSD is referred to as a “store (block store)”

system allows for much shorter re-stripe times

*Aaron - Metadata Analytics

du, find, rsync, backup - these used to work with thousands of files, but not with 
billions



1ms - 1000 files / sec, 3.6m files / hours, 86m files per day, 600m files per week, 
2.4b files per month

If you have 100 million files, you can’t spend a day trying to get an answer

Common solution is to create an external database - does a deep search of the file 
system first, then puts entries in the db
If you have a billion files, it still takes 10 days to do the scan
Parallel scan is used to get around this problem - but this creates an IOPS problem

What do Qumulo do?
Put the data that would have been in the external db, and put it in the file system as 
aggregates 
aggregate = (function, field)
- total_blocks = (+, blocks)
- max_ctime = (max, ctime)

*Pete - quick demo
management runs on HTML5

IOPS Hot spots
Not just IOPS, but where in the file system those IOPS are
IOPS by path

Integrated Analytics


